Molecular dynamics simulations of ion transport through carbon nanotubes. III. Influence of the nanotube radius, solute concentration, and applied electric fields on the transport properties.
The present investigations continue previous research on transport in aqueous ionic solutions through carbon nanotubes. Specifically, the effects of the nanotube radius, solute concentration, and applied external electric fields on the transport properties are investigated in terms of mobilities, currents, and pairing times of the solute ions. The simulated transport features are corroborated with general theoretical results of nanofluidics (such as the linear log-log regime of the nanochannel conductance as function of the solute concentration and the current-voltage curve of the channel). Discontinuities in the partial ionic currents are explained on the basis of a recent theoretical model of quantized ionic conductance in nanopores, developed by Zwolak et al. Correlations between the structural and dynamic properties are established, linking causally the highly structured spatial density profiles, the ion pairing phenomenon and the ionic currents.